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Tunisian Wrap
designed by Marty Miller

The unique, traditional crochet work of

this versatile wrap will make it a new

favourite in your wardrobe.

Ch(s) = Chain(s) RS = right side sc = single crochet Sl st = Slip stitch

yo = yarn over the

needle (makes 1 extra

stitch)

Abbreviations

Details & Instructions

MEASUREMENTS

Wrap measures

approximately

22"/56cm wide by

70"/178cm long.

MATERIALS

Simply Soft

Contrast A () 1

One size US L-11 (8mm) Afghan/Tunisian crochet hook, with 24"/60cm

cable, or size to obtain gauge; One size US L-11 (8mm) traditional

crochet hook (optional). Yarn needle.

Simply Soft Paints (113 g/4. oz;190 m/208 yds)

DESCRIPTION SIZING
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Contrast B Tapestry (0001) 1

GAUGE

In Tunisian knit stitch (Tks), 15 sts and 8 rows = 5"/12.5cm.

INSTRUCTIONS

SPECIAL STITCHES

Tunisian Crochet: Each row of Tunisian crochet is worked in two steps, a forward pass and a return pass.

Different Tunisian stitches (Tdc, Tss, Tks) are created while working the forward pass. The return pass is worked

in the same manner for all stitches.

Forward Pass: The following stitches are worked, when indicated, during the forward pass.

Tunisian Double Crochet (Tdc): Yarn over, insert hook under next vertical bar and from front to back through

fabric (between the front vertical bar and the back vertical bar), yarn over and draw up a loop, yarn over and draw

through 2 loops on hook.

Tunisian Knit Stitch (Tks): Insert hook under next vertical bar and from front to back through fabric (between the

front vertical bar and the back vertical bar), yarn over and draw up a loop.

Tunisian Simple Stitch (Tss): Insert hook under next vertical bar, yarn over and draw up a loop.

Return Pass:

Yarn over and draw through first loop on hook, *yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook; repeat from *

across. Do not turn.

 

NOTES

1. Tunisian crochet is worked with the RS facing at all times. Do not turn at ends of rows.

2. Each row of Tunisian crochet is worked in two steps, a forward pass and a return pass. The forward pass is

worked from right to left with RS facing. Loops are picked up and placed on the hook during the forward pass.

The return pass is worked from left to right with RS facing. Loops are worked off the hook during the return pass.

3. When a new skein needs to be added, add the skein at the beginning of the forward pass. Do not add a new

skein in the middle of a row.

4. When beginning a forward pass, always skip the first vertical bar that is directly below the hook. At the end of a

forward pass, insert hook behind both strands of last stitch. This creates a chain stitch look-alike edge.

WRAP

With Afghan/Tunisian hook and B, ch 68.

Row 1 (RS): With B,

Forward Pass: Insert hook in 2nd ch from hook and draw up a loop, *insert hook in next ch and draw up a loop;

repeat from * across—68 loops on hook.

Return Pass: Yarn over and draw through first loop on hook, *yarn over and draw through 2 loops on hook;

repeat from * across—1 loop remains on hook.

Rows 2–8: With B,

Forward Pass: Sk first vertical bar (at edge), Tks across, working last st as Tss.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Fasten off B. Join A.

Row 9: With A,

Forward Pass: Ch 1 (counts as first Tdc), sk first vertical bar, Tdc, yo, sk next vertical bar, [Tdc] twice, *yo, sk

next vertical bar, [Tdc] twice; repeat from * across—68 loops on hook (consisting of 46 Tdc and 22 yo-spaces).

 Note: During return pass the yo-loops are worked the same as all other loops on hook.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Rows 10–12: With A,

Forward Pass: Ch 1 (counts as first Tdc), sk first st, Tdc, yo, sk next yo-space, [Tdc] twice, *yo, sk next yo-

space, [Tdc ] twice; repeat from * across.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 13: With A,

Forward Pass: Sk first st, Tks across, working last st as Tss.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Rows 14–16: With A,



Forward Pass: Sk first vertical bar, Tks across, working last st as Tss.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Rows 17–20: Repeat Rows 9–12.

Rows 21–92: Repeat Rows 13–20 nine more times.

Fasten off A. Join B.

Rows 93–100: With B, repeat rows 13–16 two more times.

Row 101: Ch 1, sc in each st across. Fasten off.

Border

Notes:

1. Across side edges of wrap, there are stitches that look like chains stitches. When working Round 1, count each

"chain" as one stitch, and skip every other one. This will help ensure that the border lies flat.

2. Border can be worked with the Afghan/Tunisian hook or with a standard crochet hook.

3. Change color when working Round 1, so that color of border matches color of each section. To change color,

work last stitch of old color to last yarn over. Yarn over with new color and draw through all loops on hook to

complete stitch. Proceed with new color. Fasten off old color.

Round 1 (RS): With RS facing, join B with sl st in last sc made, ch 1, (sc, ch 1, sc) in same sc (corner made);

working across side edge, ch 1, sk next st, *sc in next st, ch 1, sk next st*; repeat from * to * across to next

corner, (sc, ch 1, sc) in corner; working across lower edge, ch 1, repeat from * to * across to next corner, (sc, ch

1, sc) in corner; working across 2nd side, ch 1, repeat from * to * across to next corner, (sc, ch 1, sc) in corner;

working across top, ch 1, repeat from * to * across; join with sl st in first sc. Fasten off.

Ruffle Edge

With RS facing, join A with sl st in ch-1 sp of any corner, to work across a short edge.

Row 1: Note: To work Tunisian sts into standard crochet sts (sc), insert hook under top two loops of the st and

work the Tunisian st as usual.

Forward Pass: Ch 1 (does not count as a Tdc here and throughout), Tdc in next sc, yo, sk next ch-1 sp, *Tdc in

next sc, yo, sk next ch-1 sp; repeat from * across to next corner working last Tdc in first sc of corner—35 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 2:

Forward Pass: Ch 1, *(Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next Tdc, yo, sk next st, [Tdc, yo, sk next st] twice; repeat from * across

to last 2 sts, (Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next st, yo, sk next st, Tdc—47 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 3:

Forward Pass: Ch 1, *(Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next Tdc, yo, sk next st, [Tdc, yo, sk next st] 3 times; repeat from *

across to last 3 sts, (Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next st, [yo, sk next st, Tdc] twice—59 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 4:

Forward Pass: Ch 1, *(Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next Tdc, yo, sk next st, [Tdc, yo, sk next st] 4 times; repeat from *

across to last 4 sts, (Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next st, [yo, sk next st, Tdc] 3 times—71 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 5:

Forward Pass: Ch 1, *(Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next Tdc, yo, sk next st, [Tdc, yo, sk next st] 5 times; repeat from *

across to last 5 sts, (Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next st, [yo, sk next st, Tdc] 4 times—83 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Row 6:

Forward Pass: Ch 1, *(Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next Tdc, yo, sk next st, [Tdc, yo, sk next st] 6 times; repeat from *

across to last 6 sts, (Tdc, yo, Tdc) in next st, [yo, sk next st, Tdc] 5 times—95 Tdc.

Return Pass: Work return pass.

Fasten off. Work ruffle edge across other short edge.

 

FINISHING

Using yarn needle, weave in ends. Block gently, if desired.


